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Acoustement

Vogl Installation Procedures
Framing:
Three recommended systems:
1. Black Iron and 3" wide - 20 gauge Hat Channel with the Black Iron at 48" o.c. and the Hat Channel at
13 1/8" o.c.
2. Exterior Drywall grid for synthetic stucco systems adding a 3” wide - 20 gauge flat stock fastened 13
1/8" o.c. Drywall grid to be kicked every 48” o.c as per exterior grid instructions.
3. Drywall stud framing with framing center at 13 1/8" o.c. with a double stud at 78 3/4" o.c.
Additional items such as lighting, ventilation, sprinkler systems, etc. must be independently supported.
Board Installation:
Boards are to be installed with Vogl screws, spaced at 1" off the edges and 6" apart. Boards are not to be
staggered, and the first board should be installed in the center of the ceiling, with the short edge parallel to
the window (main light source). Work the boards outwards toward the edges leaving any cuts to be
performed in the outer perimeter.
Joint Treatment:
Lightly sand the board joints only in the direction of the joint. Wipe clean with a moist sponge. Joints are
to be treated with the Vogl joint kit. Adhesive is roll applied and the strip tape is set into the adhesive.
Another coat of adhesive is roll applied on top of the first coat, after the first coat is set (1-2 hours).
After overnight drying, lightly sand the joints to a finish.
Edge Treatment:
Board edges and perimeters can treated with Vogl perimeter tape (Frieze Tape) at any desired width.
Outside corners can also be treated with Sure-Tape corner paper.
Painting:
Three coats of paint must be roll applied (1 coat primer + 2 coats paint) with a fine nap roller.
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